Introducing LinkedIn Learning’s newest social-learning feature, Q&A

Drive learner engagement by enabling conversations with colleagues, instructors, and fellow learners - all within the LinkedIn Learning course experience.

Key Features:
1. **Ask** a question in a LinkedIn Learning course
2. **Tag** your connections, instructors, or fellow learners
3. **Share** on LinkedIn Learning or LinkedIn.com to tap into your broader network’s expertise

Not ready to introduce this benefit to your organization? No problem:

This feature is on by default. Manage learners’ access to Q&A with in-app, on-demand controls. Toggle switch in Admin Account Settings allows you to turn Q&A off and on at the account level at any time.

Accessibility Details
- Mobile and desktop friendly
- Not available for Custom Content (LinkedIn Learning Pro) courses
- Requires learners to have a Connected Profile. So only Connected or Connection Optional accounts will see the feature.
- Q&A is designed for public discussion on LinkedIn Learning or LinkedIn.com; there is no setting to limit it to company-private discussions.

To access your learning account visit [linkedin.com/learning](http://linkedin.com/learning).